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ISUMMARY
• Results of a parametric study to determine the effects of design variables and
penalties on the fuel efficiency of Mach 0.8, 125-passenger, advanced turboprop
airplanes show that propeller-wing interference penal_y has a major effect. Propel-
ler tip speed has a minor effect, and could be decreased to alleviate the noise
problem without significant effects on fuel efficiency. The anticipated noisa levels
produced by the propfan will require additional acoustical treatment for the fuselage;
this additional weight can have a significant effect on fuel efficiency. The propfan
advantage over an equivalent technology turbofan is strongly dependent on the inter-
ference penalty and acoustical treatment weight. Lowering the cruise Mach number to
around 0.73 would result in greatly increased fuel efficiency.
C
INTRODUCTIO_
The motivation for the current emphasis on high-speed turboprop airplanes
(M = 0.8) is improved fuel efficiency. Comparison of the potential fuel-saving
benefits of various technology advances, when applied to a short to medlum range
aircraft of I00 to 150 passengers, is shown in figure I (ref. I). The fuel savings
for each technology item, applied separately to a current technology turbufan aircraft
are shown. These technology items are expected to be available for commercial trans-
ports in the 1990's. Of those items shown, the advanced turboprop propulsion system
offers the greatest gain, as much as a possible 20-percent reduction in fuel usage.
The results of figure I were obtained under relatively ideal conditions. The
actual gain will depend on design constraints and installation effects; therefore, a
parametric study has been conducted to determine the effects of design variables and
penalties associated with advanced turboprop airplanes on the fuel efficiency of the
configurations. The parameters examined include propeller tip speed, propeller-w,ng
interference penalty, acoustical treatment weight penalty, and lower cruise Mach
numbers. The effects of these parameters are examined on both a baseline airplane
(constant gross weight, wing loading, and power-to-weight ratio) and on configurations
which have been sized for the same mission in an attempt to demonstrate the conse-
quence of sizing on the effects of the parameters. For comparison, both an equivalent
technology and a current technology turbofan are also considered.
Study Parameters
' Propeller tip speed plays a key role in the performance of the turboprop
propulsion system, in the component weights of the propulsion system, and in the
noise produced by the propulsion system. In general, with increasing tip speed the
efficiencies of the system increase, the propeller diameter decreases, _nd the com-
_i_ ponent weights (except the propeller) decrease; however, increasing tip speed also 2
causes increased noise which will affect both community and passenger cabin noise.
At a Mach number of 0._ and an altitude of 30,000 feet, a tip speed of 800 feet per _!
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i/ second is supersonic, and the propeller will be noisy. No attempt is node herein
to predict the noise produced by the propulsion system. The intent is to show the
effects on the overall configuration of reducing tip speed to minimize noise.
#
i The actual losses due to the propeller slipstream interaction with the wing are
i presently uncertain. These losses are referred to herein as the propeller-wing
interference penalty. Figure 2(a) illustrates a typical wing-nacelle geometry. The
nacelle drag is already accounted for in the airplane aerodynamic characteristics.
It is not part of the propeller-wing interference penalty as defined herein. The
interference penalty is caused by the propeller slipstream (fig. 2(b)). The slipstream
interaction with the wing increases the dynamic pressure over the wing; thus produc-
ing increased scrubbing and compressibility drag. The slipstream also changes the
local effective angle of attack which affects the parasite and, directly, as well as
by virtue of an altered span load distribution, the induced drag. The n_gnitudes of
these changes are functions of the strength of the slipstream, _dlich, in turn, is a
function of the throttle setting. For this reason, the propeller-wing interference
penalty is treated as a constant percent thrust decrement across the entire Mach
number and altitude range of the propulsion system. No attempt is node herein to
predict or reduce the interference penalty; rather it is treated parametrically to
determine its effect on the airplane fuel efficiency.
There is greater interior noise with the turboprop propulsive system than with
turbofan. An increase in acoustical treatment of the fuselage will be required to
reduce interior noise levels to acceptable limits. Currently the noise levels and
the associated acoustical treatment weights of the turboprop are uncertain. Recent
predictions estimate the acoustical treatment weight at about two percent of takeoff i
gross weight (ref. 2). The acoustical treatment weight is varied parametrically to
determine its effect on the fuel efficiency of the configurations.
Current _nphasis is on _,_ airplane designed for a cruise Mach number of 0.8. The
fuel efficiency of a turboprop airplane is strongly influenced by the design cruise
speed; therefore, the effect of lower cruise Mach numbers on fuel efficiency is exam-
ined. The propeller was designed for a cruise Mach number of 0.8; however, since no
design point propeller data exist for lower _ch numbers, the Mach 0.8 propeller
design is used throughout the study. With a propeller designed for lower Mach num-
be,_, further improvements in propeller efficiency and weight s_ould be possible. No
attempt is made herein to redesign the airplane for slower speeds by modifying wing-
sweep angle or weights. The baseline airplane is flying in the transonic drag rise
region at Mach 0.8. To isolate the effects of the propulsion system compressibility
effects at lower Mach numbers, the wing aerodynamic characteristics are altered
arbitrarily to raise the critical Mach number above the area of interest for this
portion of the study.
Study Ground Rules
The configuration used in the study is a 125-passenger, twin-engine subsonic
transport. The airframe technology level is representative of a current airline air-
craft. Greater gains in fuel efficiency should be possible with an advanced technology
airframe. Such effects are not considered herein since the intent is to illustrate
the effects of the propulsion system on the overall configuration, not to predict the
fuel efficiency of an advanced technology design.
2
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The engines are located on the wing, with the turbofan mounted under the wing
and the propfan over the wing (fig. 3). The turboprop system consists of a 1990-
technology turboshaft engine (P&WA STS-589) and an eight-blade advanced technology
highly-loaded swept propeller (ref. 3). Two different technology level turbofan
engines are considered. A current technology turbofan engine (JT8D-7) is used for
reference; however, conparing Ig60's and 19gO's technology is not a legitimate com-
_ , parison. A 1990 technology turbofan engine (P&WA STF-592) is considered to establish
the comparative "goodness" of the turboprop propulsion system.
' Except for the case where the effect of lower cruise Mach number is investigated,
the mission required a cruise Mach number of 0.8. During climb, the best Breguet
factor is sought constantly. For all missions, the start of cruise altitude is deter-
mined by either the best Breguet factor or a minimum available rate of climb during
cruise of 300 feet per minute, depending on which condition is reached first. In the
latter case, cruise begins at the altitude at which the rate of climb limitation is
encountered. The result of this method oi fixing the altitude for start of cruise is
that the airplanes are not al| flying at the same cruise altitude. Those at lower
altitudes are flying at higher cruise speeds than those at higher altitudes since the
Mach number is constant.
The configurations are designed for a particular mission to examine the effects
of the turboprop propulsion system on fuel efficiency. The design mission consists
of takeoff, climb, cruise at the required Mach number and at the altitJde described
above, descent, and landing. The required reserves are missed approach, flight to an
alternate airport 200 nautical miles away, and one hour of flight with fuel flow of
start of cruise. In addition, the configurationsare sized for a minimum gross
weight based on a design range of IO00 nautical miles, a maximum takeoff field length
of 6000 feet, and a maximum approach speed of 135 knots. Identical conditions are
used for both the turboprop and turbofan configurations. The design mission is typi-
cal of that envisioned for this type of configuration. Changing the design mission
should not affect the study-parametertrends presented herein; however, the
comparison between the propfan and turbofan could be affected to a major degree.
Mission analysis is done using the ASP (Airplane Sizing and Performance) program
(ref. 4). Since the publication of reference 4, this program has been extensively
modified in order to treat subsonic, as well as supersonic, configurations. Further
modificationswere made to ASP to incorporate turboprop propulsion system capability.
The configuration description necessary for ASP consists of fairly detailed geometry,
aerodynamic characteristics,weights, and propulsion data (fig. 4). The propulsion
system data supplied to ASP is generated (by the method of ref. 5) from a turboshaft
engine data deck and propeller data decks supplied by the engine and propel|er
companies.
• Results and Discussion
Baseline airplane.- A matrix of propeller tip speeds and propeller-wing
• interference penalties were considered using the baseline turboprop configuration
at a constant power-to-weight ratio of 0.3 horsepower/pound, a wing loading of
104.5 pounds/square foot, and a takeoff gross weight of 104,000 pounds. No acousti-
cal treatment weight was included. Figure 5(a) shows that range decreased signifi- I
cantly with increasing propeller-wing interferencepropeller tip speed. The
interference penalty has a significant effect on passenger miles per gallon, while
tip speed again has a small effect (fig. 5(b)). I
!
i
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As the propeller-wing interference penalty increases, the amount of thrust
' available is reduced. The decreased thrust results in much lower cruise altitudes
(fig. 5(c}) leading in turn to a much less efficient cruise; the throttle setting
must be increased (fig. 5(d)), and the thrust specific fuel consumption increases
(fig. 5(e)). The net result is a large uecrease in range, and, therefore, passenger :
miles per gallon, as the propeller-wing inte ference penalty increases.
At higher propeller tip speeds, the turboprop propulsion system is more efficient
and produces slightly more thrust. As seen ir figures 5(a) to 5(e), the increase in
thrust results in a very modest reduction in the thrust specific fuel consumption.
Higher tip speeds also result in slightly reduced propulsion system weight. (The
propeller weight increases, but other component weights decrease more than enough to
compensate for the increase in propeller weight.) The reduced propulsion system
weight allows the total fuel weight to increase since the gross weight is constant.
The net result of higher tip speed is a minor improvement in range and passenger
miles per gallon.
Airplane siting.- All configurationswere sized for minimum takeoff gross weight
for the design l:ission. Figure 6 shows a sample thumbprint used to size a propfan
configuration with a propeller tip speed of 750 feet/second and no propeller-wing
interference penalty or acoustical treatment weight. The only design constraint that
appears on figure 6 is maximum approach speed. This was the case for both the prop-
fan and turbofan configurations. The cruise Mach number, range, and minimum rate of
climb constraints are met by all points on the thumbprint. The takeoff field length
constraint was not a factor for any configuration considered.
A matrix of configurations were sized in a similar manner. Changes in any part
of the design mission could result in a change in the critical sizing point(s) for
either the propfan or the turbofan or both. The power-weight ratio (or thrust-weight
ratio for the turbofans), wing loading, and takeoff gross weight of the sized con-
figurations are given in Table I.
Design airplanes.- The sized configurations are compared to each other in figures
7(a) to (7d). It is evident from these figure_ that sizing the configurations for a
deslgn mission does not alleviate the effects of the propeller-wing interference
penalty. As with the baseline airplanes, the interference penalty drastically reduces
the passenger miles per gallon of the turboprop configurations (f_g. 7(a)). The
increase in fuel efficiency due solely to technology level may be seen by noting the
low-passengermiles per gallon of the current turbofan as compared to all other con-
figurations. The advanced turbofan is _'oughlyequivalent to a turboprop configuration
with a ten-percent interference penalty.
The large effect of propeller-wing interference penalty on the takeoff gross
weight of the turboprops is evident in figure 7(b). It is interesting to observe that
the takeoff gross weight of the current turbofan is approximately the same as that of
the propfan with a twenty-percentinterference penalty while the advanced turbofan is
, actually lighter than any of the turboprop configurations. The turboprops require
less fuel than the turbofans for the design range but the increased propulsion system
weight of the propfans more than compensates for the reduced fuel weight.J
As would be expected, increasing propeller-wing interference penalty requires
greater shaft horsepower (fig. 7(c)). The greater power results in higher values of
thrust specific fuel consumption. As a consequence, the average cruise Breguet fac-
_:I tor decreases substantiallywith increasing interference penalty (fig. 7(d)). The
I
I
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: large increase due to technology level can be observed once more; the current tur-
bofan has an average cruise Breguet factor well below that of any of the configura-
tions, while the advanced turbofan is roughly equivalent to the propfan with
ten-percent interference penalty.
• For the sized configurations, the small effect of propeller tip speed is evident
throughout these figures, indicati,g that it would be possible to decrease tip speed
without significant effects on fuel efficiency. Decreased tip speed may be necessary
to alleviate the noise problem. Because of the fuel efficiency of those sized con-
figurations with reduced propeller tip speed, all remaining propfan results will be
presented only for a tip speed of 750 feet/second.
Acoustical treatment weight penalty.- The effect of additional weight for
acoustical treatment of the propfan fuselage is evaluated to determine the amount of
weight that could be added to the propfan configuration before the fuel efficiency is
degraded to that of the advanced turbofan. Figure 8(a) shows the takeoff gross weight
of the sized propfan configurations as a function of weight increase for acoustical
treatment. Every pound of acoustical treatment added results in another pound of
airplane (distributed between fuel, propulsion system, structure, etc.) to meet the
design mission. For reference, the takeoff gross weights of the current and advanced
turbofans are also indicated. The total mission fuel required by the turboprops for
the design mission is shown in figure 8(b), again as a function of weight increase.
As a point of reference, the total fuel required for the advanced and current tur-
_ bofans is also shown. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show once more that propfans require
less fuel than turbofans, but have comparable takeoff gross weights because of
substantially increased propulsion system weight.
Current estimates for the additional turboprop acoustical treatment weight vary
from two to four percent of takeoff gross weight. It is evident, from figure 8(b),
that for propeller-wing interference penalties up to almost ten percent, even with
additional acoustical treatment, the fuel required is less than that of the advanced
turbofano For interference penalties above ten percent, the fuel required, even with
only two-percent acoustical treatment weight, is greater than that required by the
advanced turbofan.
Comparison of turboprops and turbofans.- A comparison of takeoff gross weight
(fig. 91a)) shows that the current technology turbofan has the highest weight while
the advanced technology turbofan has the lowest. The propfan with no propeller-wing
interference penalty has a takeoff gross weight slightly higher than the advanced
turbofan; the propfan with twenty-percent propeller-wing interference penalty has a
weight almost as gr_at as the current technology turbofan. The turboprops with two-
percent acoustical treatment weight penalty have higher gross weights; the twenty-
percent propeller-wing interference penalty configuration weighs even more than the
current technology turbofan.
A comparison of the fuel efficiencies of these configurations is shown in
figure g(b). As seen before, there is a significant increase in passenger mtles per
gallon due solely to the increase in technology level. The advanced turboprop
demonstrates an increase in fdel efficiency for no interference penalty, about the
same fuel efficiency for ten-percent interference penalty, and a decrease in fuel
effi:tency for twenty-percent interference penalty compared to the advanced turbofan.
For two-percent acoustical treatment weight penalty, the fuel efficiency of al1 prop-
fans is reduced. If the propeller-wing interference penalty is as great as ten per-
cent, the fuel efficiency is inferior to that of the advanced turbofan.
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Effect of lower cruise mach number.- The effects of lower cruise I_ch number were
investigated for a turboprop configuration sized for the design mission with a pro-
pellet tip speed of 750 feet/second, no propeller-wing interference penalty, and no
acoustical treatment weight penalty. No change was made in the wing sweep or weight
with changing Mach number. The main study was done for M = 0.8, since that was the
Mach number for the available propeller data; however, at this _ch number, the
airplane configuration was already beyond the transonic drag rise. In an attempt to
isolate the propulsion system effects from compressibility effects, the configuration
aerodynamics were upgraded to increase the critical Mach number to well above 0.8 by
reducing the thickness of the wing. This improved configuration was sized for the
design mission at Mach 0.8.
Reducing the cruise _ch number results in large increases in the range of the
baseline airplane (fig. lO(a)). The improved configuration also has increased range
at lower cruise Mach numbers, but the increase Is not as great as for the baseline
aircraft. This result is obtained because the improved configuration is a smaller
airplane (takeoff gross weight of 101,900 pounds and power-weight ratio of
0.25 horsepower/pound as compared to 305,111 pounds and 0.26 horsepower/pound for the
baseline) since tt has less drag without the compressibility effects. For both con-
, figurations, the propulsion system ts more efficient at lower cruise _ch numbers,
with the maximumrange occurring around N = 0.73. Reducing cruise Mach number also
results In an increase in passenger miles per gallon for both configurations, wtth
the maximum occurring around M = 0.72. At R = 0.8, the improved configuration
exhibits better" fuel efficiency than the baseltne configuration (fig. lO(b)) again
due to the lesser drag of the improved configuration. As cruise _ch number is
reduced, the baseline configuration exhibits a larger increase in passenger miles per
gallon than the improved configuration since the baseline can use the fuel that was
overcoming compressibility at H = 0.8 to gain extra range at lower speeds. A pro-
peller designed for a Mach number of 0.7 or 0.75 should result in even better fuel
) efftcienctes than shown here; however, data for such propellers do not exist at
present.
CONCLUSIONS
Results from a parametric study of the factors affecting the fuel efficiency of
advanced turboprop airplanes have shown that:
I. Prope!ler-wtng interference has a major effect on fuel efficiency and takeoff
gross weight; however, propeller tip-speed has a minor effect on these quantities.
: It could be lowered for noise reduction wlth little effect.
t
' Z. When combined with propeller-wlng interference, additional turboprop acoustic
I treatment weight can have a significant effect on the relative efficlencles of tur- )
T) boprop and turbofan aircraft with engines of comparable technology level. !
t 3. Lower cruise Pach numbers (M , .73 vs M = .8) greatly improve the fuel
( efficiency of turboprop aircraft, There ts need for data on propellers designed for
these lower Mach numbers,
'1
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